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M OTION RE  CONDUCT OF 
THE HOME MINISTER—Conld

THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRI 
MORARJI DESAI) Mr Speaker, Sir, 
I rue to sprak on the censure motion 
moved by my hon friend, Shn C M 
Stephen on two counts against my colleague 
the Home Minister May I ask, in the nrst 
instance, whether the opposition thinks 
that now there is no collective responsibility 
of Government? I f  collective responsi
bility is there and is considered necessary 
and vital for any democratic Government, 
then the censure motion should have been 
brought against the Government or against 
me, if necessary But, to bring it against 
my colleague only is not m my opinion a 
proper step But they have chosen it fit 
to do so and I have raised any objection 
to it because I do not want any such 
questions to go on being discussed outside 
So that there is an end to this kind of talk 
being earned on It is better therefore 
that this motion is discussed here I 
have no objection and I welcome 11 
That is why I requited my friends who 
were inclined to raise points of order 
against the motion, not to do so

Two counts have been mentioned I 
will take the second first, where it »  said

“ that he, misusing his official position 
meddled with the affairs of in d ep e n d en t 
constitutional bodies as e v id en c ed  
among others, by hu conduct m with 
drawing from the files of the Election 
Commission a letter dated the 5th May,
1977, he had written in hu capacity as 
the leader of the B L  D ”

Here, one sees how a wild exaggeration  
la bong made It is said that he while 
misusing his official position, is meddling 
or has meddled with the aflsurs o f indepen
dent constitutional bodies. This is a 
question of one letter which w m  obtained 
from the Election Commission. Wher; 
do other Ootutitutiooal bodies oome in—
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I do not understand. They say that he is 
in the habit of meddling with all consti
tutional bodies. Is this a fair statement 
to make ? That is all I would like them to 
consider.

And even in this case, what is the 
meddling done? After all there was no 
question of making the Commission do 
anything that it did not want to do. The 
Home Minister, in his capacity as the 
leader of the B.L.D. as he was before the 
Janata Party was finally formed on 1st of 
May, had written a letter to the Election 
Comissioner in that capacity to assign the 
symbol of the B.L.D. to the Janata Party 
constituents and to the Janata Party. Then 
he requested the Election Commissioner 
jtnjiend .that JrJtter .to .him .if .nn .ar-tinn .had 
been taken on it, because he wanted to 
see that letter. As he told me, he had 
written it in a hurry and was not quite sure 
of what was written in i t . . .  (Interruptions). 
Well, what can people do except laugh 
at themselves when they find themselves 
in a wrong position ? Thev have to make 
the best of it by laughing. What else can 
they do? But what ought to be consider* 
•ed u that if this was not the correct position, 
then why should that letter have been 
returned ? Moreover, the Election Com
missioner sent it with an accompanying 
letter. It was not done in a clandestine 
manner. The Election Commissioner did 
not raise any objection because he did not 
feel that anything wrong was done by the 
Home Minister but he felt that what was 
done was in his capacity as leader of the
B.L.D. Therefore the Election Commis
sioner sent it to him and the Home Minister 
sent it back without any modification or 
without any comments. Now, what crime 
has been committed in this— I do not 
understand. If there had been any modi
fication made in it or any change had 
been introduced in it, it would have 
Amounted to meddling. But this is not 
what was done. I believe that he wanted 
to see it and it was returned as it was. 
Nothing else was done. Therefore that 
was an end of the matter. The Leader 
of the Opposition had written a letter to me. 
{InUnuptions). People cannot change their 
habits of interrupting in the middle and 
it is the privilege of the opposition. I hope 
however that my friends on this side will 
keep their patience. It is their duty to 
keep patience. But those habits acquired 
while in the opposition do not die quickly. 
That is my misfortune. So the second 
count cited here has absolutely no subst- 
tance or worth in it, if  1 may say so. I do 
not see why It was brought in here at all, 
unless it was with a view to shower abuses 
on the Home Minister. There again it 
«aa alleged that he had arranged to have 
special favours shown to his son*in»law. 
Here the facts are quite different. I have 
£one through the file this morning and there 
«  no warrant for any such inference being 

drawn by anybody.

It was therefore that the Home Minister 
had offered that if they can prove that 
he had anything to do with what is alleged 
against him or he had shown any favour 
or he had tried to show any favour, he 
would resign. And, if that proof is not 
produced, then the hon. Member who 
makes such imputation ought to resign. 
I do not expect the hon. Member to resign. 
I would however request him not to level 
such charges against anybody in future.

SHRI VASANT SATHE (Akola): 
What are the facts?

SHRI MORARJI Db&Al: The facts 
are what I have already stated.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: About that 
cace7

SHRI MORARJI DESAI: If there is 
something else I would have certainly 
said about that too. I do not want to take 
the time of the honourable House. If the 
hon. Member secs me separately I will cer
tainly give him the farts.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Let the 
House decide.

SHRI MORARJI DESAI: Yes, let 
the House decide. I know my hon. friend 
does not want to listen to reason; let 
him not do so. I cannot satisfy him any 
further.

Coming to the first charge now, it is 
stated—

'that he has been misusing the floor 
of the House to make baseless and irres
ponsible statements as instanced, among 
others, by this allegation on the 13th 
July, 1977 while replying to the debate 
on demands for grants for the Home 
Ministry that there was a preparation 
and thinking (“ Vichar") on the part of 
the previous government to shoot the 
political leaders in detention,'

Now, Sir, where is the question of ‘state
ments' in the plural? Only one instance 
was cited, no other instance was given in 
the course of the debate. Nobody should 
make a generalisation here that the Home 
Minister is in the habit of making such 
statements. Why should they say so? 
Is this the way to carry on debate and 
discussion in this House? 1 would beg 
of my friend in fhc opposition to consider 
this because ythfn /nu^thinjp are said anji 
if there is an uproar; can I or anybody 
pacify it? A td y tf, I *m trying to do it. 
Will not my friend-halp in the matter? 

Hera again, he saiAtk^s hi# view. „



[Shri Morarji Desai]
Is not a Member entitled to give bis 

views in the House? Are we not having 
the benefit of the views of the hon. Members 
Opposite? All kinds of views are expressed 
here-evcn unfounded views— as I have 
said in one case and yet can I say that they 
are misusing their position in this House?
If I say that, how will they feel it? They 
say such things to the Home Minister and 
then they try to give him a left-handed 
compliment by saying that they have great 
regard for him as a great administrator and 
ablr man and all that why then do they come 
down on him with a vehemence ?—-Is that 
a way of giving a complimmt? 1 cannot 
understand. Either you rondrinn him 
or you compliment him. But, this kind 

iMaw&ra1 .v .'aiv esa&iinst iV,- rfwrtv? 
friends there.

Then, it is said that if Art. 359 of the 
Constitution was amended, why do we 
not bring in here another amendment to 
repeal that amendment? I put a straight 
question. Will my hon. friends agree to 
support mr if I bring it tomorrow ? What 
will the leader of the Opposition say ? I 
must say he is ver> clever. I have always 
respected him for his capacity. But his 
capacity in this direction is greater than 
anv other capacity. He said that we will 
consider— when it comes,— I do not want 
to be at the mercy of anybody. (Interrup
tions) We will certainly discuss when we 
bring it in and we want to carry the 
Opposition.

SHRI YESHWANTRYO CHAV AN: 
(Sataraj : Please see yesterday's
proceedings. I did not say ‘consider’. I 
said ‘discuss*.

SHRI MORARJI DESAI: What is 
then to be discussed?

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN:
If the discussion is conceded, bring it 
immediately.

SHRI MORARJI DESAI: I will cite 
what the hon. Member has said in this 
very House. Therefore, I am quoting his 
own words.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN: 
What I said was “ the discussion” and not 
“ consideration” . Please see the proceed
ings.

SHRI MORARJI DESAI: Discussion 
is itself even less than consideration. I 
believe you will all agree.

SHRI YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN: 
That is a democratic method.

SHRI MORARJI OESAI: I know 
what There cannot be
any consideration. That also I under
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stand. Please do not think that I do not 
understand this play on words. But 
during reply to the Motion of Thanks on 
the Address by Vice-President acting as 
President my hon. friends had said in this 
House. ‘I would like to repeat that as ftur 
as the basic position is concerned, we do 
not accept the election result is the rejec
tion of the Forty-Second Constitution 
Amendment Bill. This is very much part 
of our policy and we are not sorry that 
we passed it.’
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Now, after I read that statement, have 
I not to be careful about it before 1 take 
it up with him? When they maintain that 
they stand by it, what am I to do? 1 have 
to 6e carefuf. Tfiat is wfiy ft is 6«*ing 
delayed. But it is going to be brought in 
and we will discuss it as I discuss all 
such things with the Opposition. I do 
not want to do anything without discussion 
with them. But see how slow the progress 
is. 1 discussed the Defection Bill with 
them and we wanted to go a long way. 
Now, that is still under discussion. I do 
not vet get a clearance. I have also said 
that I will take the maximum agreement 
as the basis of the Bill. I do not want to 
have a controversy on it. Afterwards, 
when the Bill becomes an Act, we can 
certainly take measures to tighten it up. 
But, let it first come. But, that too I am 
not able to move in this session. And it 
is not possible to do so because there is no 
agreement. I do not blame them for the 
delay. We are all responible for the delay 
to some extent. That happens. (Inter
ruptions). That is not a very good story 
about themselves. If they want to re
count them I will also recount them for 
some time if they want us. I have nothing 
to hide; it is they who will have something 
to hide and not I (Interruptions). That 
applies to Gujarat Government not their 
Gujarat Government. Now, take this 
question of the first count. When the 
Home Minister made a statement in this 
House he said what he said because he had 
come to that conclusion as Article 359 was 
amended. Why was not Article 35$ 
amended earlier? That was done during 
the Emergency. It could not have been 
amended earlier. Emergency was pro
claimed in order to ‘amend this so that 
there is no effective opposition. That i* 
the reason why Emergency was pro
claimed, in my view. I may be wrong. 
There may be other reasons. I do not 
want to have controversy over k. I can 
only give my views. But what was the 
object and the meaning of that amend
ment? The right to life and liberty were 
suspended. What is the meaning of sus
pension of the 4rijght to Ufe and liberty. 
The Attorney General and- the Attorney 
General was their nominee—«ays even now 
that Ike was stricken by terror. He was j&xieetr by Jemsr by whsm? Net, by the 
Opposition. He was ttbricken by terror
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created by the methods used by the govem- 
meat and he told me that he was terribly 
afraid about the safety of his family and 
other people. Therefore, he could not do 
anything else. That is what he told me 
I did not want to go deeper into it. I 
asked him why he did not resign being th 
highest legal person in authority. A; 
Attorney General, it was his duty to main
tain the dignity of law and the rights of 
the courts. I asked him that hr hould 
have resigned when he was asked to defend 
that amendment. Then he said that he 
was stricken by terror. Thm he added 
what had happened. Now, who was 
responsible for it? If that was the terror 
and the fear even in the mind of the 
Attorney General, what can be the rondi- 
dition of the minds of other people. That 
is why the Home Minister deduced that 
inference from this fact. How was he 
wrong? I do not know. You may say 
that was not the intention. That is 
possible. The question here is whether 
others arc not entitled to draw the infer
ence that has been drawn. 1'hat is the 
only question.

I will give you my own personal case. I 
-was under detention. I was not treated 
badly. I have no complaint about the 
treatment. But I was kepi all alone. 
For the first month I was in a small room. 
T was not allowed to go out of the room. 
T remained in that room for a month. 1 
never complained about it. Why was it 
done? Only to see that my mind gets 
disrupted. What else ran he the reasons? 
The fart is that on the contrary I got 
strengthened in my jpind as a result of 
that and I, therefore, thank Mrs. Gandhi 
for it because I have benefited. What
ever may be the intention, why have I to 
bother about! t? But afterwards when I 
was at Taoru, a statement was made in 
the Central Hall by the then Defence 
Minister, that if hr were there I would not 
come out alive— Morarji Desai would not 
Come out alive! That wa» said before 5 
MPs. One of the M.P. went and told this 
to Mr. Asoka Mehta who liad then been 
released and Mr. Asoka Mehta wrote a 
letter to Mrs. Gandhi as to what kind of 
things are being contemplated. Is this 
the way thing* are going to happen? 
What was the reply given i Mrs. Gandhi 
did not care to give a reply. Even the 
Hbtne Minister wsis not asked to give the 
reply. It was the Minister of State. 
Shri Ono Mehta, who happened to be the 
agent of the Prime Minister in everything 
that was done. He replied that the Defence 
Minister has denied this. Well, he is in 
the habit of denying many things. Who 
will believe him? He has lost all credibi
lity. That is the verdict of the people. 
But if such things are done, bow would 
peotile not believe. There have been 
other instances in which people have been 
pursued. Shri Awka Mehta was released 
when it was found that it may be a fatal 
cast. And what was done? He was not

sent back to his house. But the District 
authorities in Rohtak said that they must 
go there and bring him back in the middle 
of night, If this is the treatment given even 
to prominent people like him what is one 
to assume? Then there have been 
many cases of people who have 
suffered terribly in several jails. O f 
course, Mrs. Gandhi could have said 
rad she said that she did not want all these 
things to happen. I can believe it. I do 
not say that I wish to attribute every
thing to her. But how can she disown the 
responsibility for all these things that have 
been done. Was any step taken to rectify 
all those things? And step was taken. 
It is therefore that one is entitled to draw 
inference from these facts and therefore 
if the Home Minister gave expression to 
that inference, how did he mislead the 
House? I cannot understand. I do not 
understand why all this passion was being 
worked up by my hon. friend Mr. Stephen 
but, of course, he is a very eloquent speaker 
and he must have a chance to show his 
eloquence. But it is a bad cause for which 
he has used it. My friend, Shri Unni* 
krishnan, is also a very able speaker, but 
I am only sorry that he used his ability 
in wrong causes. Then they get very 
angry when some people interrupt. He 
said “ they are interrupting us, we are not 
interrupting them*’. They forget that they 
were interrupting all the while. There
fore, if you want to establish a proper 
atmosphere of dignity in this House, all 
of us have to make that effort. I would 
again beg of iny friends in this House that 
wc should hear everybody in silence 
whatever he may say, let him say, other
wise where is the liberty of Members to 
speak as they want ? Replies can be given 
to them. Why has that facility not been 
taken instead of interrupting people. 
That has happened often and they are 
putting us in a very very difficult position. 
We will have enhanced the reputation of 
the highest forum in this land, if we hear 
what others have to say, rvcn if we may 
not agree with them. 1 could have under
stood if any privilege motion was brought 
in but privilege against whom? That 
would have been the question.

SHRI VASANT SATHE: It was dis
allowed. (Interruptiont).

SHRI MORARJI DESAI : You will 
have a right to reply. Why are you 
impatient i The final reply is with you. 
Bjut the final judgment is with the people, 
not with you. Therefore, all of us have to 
remember that, whether we arc here, 
whether we are there. That is how 
democracy must function and if democracy 
does not function as it should , where will 
be the safety for this country? That is all 
that I wish to ask. Democracy w*s 
thrown to the winds. All my friends there 
are responsible for it. 1 would not say
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that the Prune Mudcter alo^f «was res* ponsible for it If  I Were to go astray in that manner, all my fticndp here would be responsible I t  is therefore tHAt I  beg of them all the while to pull me up if I go wrong That is what we all have to do here and that is why I talce t1H* opportunity of the censure modofi* to appeal to my hon fnends to considef this matter very seriously I would not have recounted the mstanfcte that happened to me But I had to refer to it here Otherwise people would run away with the idea that the Home Minister fa s  exaggerating things I am capable of telling the Home Minuter that he was wrong if he was wrong But how can I tell him when I know he has I  view, it may be felt to be an extreme view, but it would be a different matter He u  entitled to take a view of the facts as they happened They are not based on imagination That u  why, this censure motion, I am afraid, u  completely misconceived But it u  for them to consider I have absolutely nothing to say about it I t  can come for a vote O! course they know that it will not be passed It u  for them to consider what they should do May I, for future purposes, say that such attempts should not be made which do not enhance the dignity oi anybody
SHRI C M STEPHEN (idukki)I am truly beholden to the Prime Minuter for the dignified, high level he assumed while replying my speech There are three members from the opposition who spoke Some points have bean made and very briefly I shall have to answer them
I shall begin with the Prime Minister’s speech first The first point he made u  why did not you bnng a motion against the ministry, against me that is the Prime M inuter7 Is there not collective res* ponsibility? That u  what he asked There u  collective responsibility as far as the policies of the government are concerned, as far as the actions of the government are concerned There are two capacities for any member of the cabinet, there u  the personal capacity, there u  the capacity as part of the council of minuter* Where the policies of the government are involved, where the actions of the govern* xnent arc involved, there u  collective responsibility and no confidence motion Is possible Even there sire different precedents The simple question I will put to the Prune Minuter u  thu. Chaudhury Charan Singh Sahib in hu capacity as BLD leader telephoned to the Election Commission withdrawing that letter and sending that letter back, or somebody else managed to get the letter back to the Election Commission Does the Government come Into the picture? Is the government involved in the picture? I had taken the view that thu is the action

of Chaudhury Charan Smgh Sahib, the Prime Minister u  not involved in the matter, government u  not involved in the matter When thu matter came up in 
Rajya Sabha, observations were made «*It u  our proud privilege to get a t the truth behind thejstory both the Prime Minuterand the Home Minuter are involved ” Then, The Prime Minuter intervened to say I am not involved That was hu intervention in the Rajya Saha The Prime Minuter in hu Press statement said why should I say anything about it ? It is not on my record I have no knowledge about it Therefore it u  absolutely clear the Prime Mu i ur is ro t in the picture Apart from my tndn lual respect for the Pnme Minuter we have been m differen parties, but believe me there are indni 
duals to whom reverence cultivated through ages cannot abut Having been in the Congress for such a long penod, Morarji Bhai known my attitude, although it u  not very intimate, my attitude has been one of extreme respect and reverence I do not want to say that in such a sham deal Morarji Bhai was involved or the 
govemnment was involved Therefore my answer to that question u  there is no question of collecuve responsibility I have brought my motion against Chaudhury Charan Smgh Sahib operating in hu individual capacity but calling on the assistance of hu place as Home Minuter that is unconnected with government, no policy of the government u  involved in thu, collective responsibility does not arise and therefore no-confidence motion does not arise I made it very clear, I said at the 
very start itself, that my purpose m bnn ging thu motion u  not the resignaton of Chaudhun Charan Smgh Sahib There was a previous motion, if you will remem ber, which demanded the resignation as a precedent No, we fought for a very important reason I stated immediately after the election, after the people’s man date, the Government which u  in power, the Government which u  constituted like this should continue I can realise the teeth
mg troubles of the different parties coming together, one should not magnify the differences that are arising there, becausc I have myself got personal experience about different constituents coming together and functioning in tension I am aware of it The nation deserves that the Government be allowed to function as long as it u  possible I t  u  not our policy to split it at all I f  it is a demand with respect to some other Minuter, I  need have no 
apprehension that it would end up in the crashing of the Government Knowing as I  do the position of Chaudhury Charan Singh Sahib m thu Government, if tbu resolution u  passed, then Moraiji Bhai will be compelled to take action I  am absolutely sure that the Government will not survive that action. I have not,
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therefore, made a demand for the resigna-
tion of Chaudhury Charan Singh Sahib.
That is not the demand at all. That is
the spirit behind this resolution. That is
what I am saying.

Many things might have gone to debris;
many things might have degenerated.
What ever it be, should not we start afresh?
Should not a new atmosphere prevail in
this Parliament? Should not some under
standing be arrived at here? Should not a
Code of Conduct be developed? Should
not what Morarji Bhai spoke to us come
back again? Should not this House
become a deliberative body? Should not
there be proper respect to Institutions,
Constitutional bodies and this House?
Being so, when I personally felt satisfied
that there were some tendencieswhichwere
showing the other way, not out of malice
against Chaudhury Charan Singh Sahib,
but in order to focus it, I just brought this
censure motion.

Then Prime Minister asked me 'You
havemade baselessallegations'. 'You have
brought out only one allegation'. Well,
Sir, You have stated that I should confine
myself to what was stated there. There
are many allegations. I do not want to
highlight all those.

I remember and I feel sorry that on one
occasionwhen a question was asked as to
whether files in the Government were
burnt, Chaudhury Charan Singh Sahib
said 'I have no evidence for it.' As a
HomeMinister, according to me, he should
have been satisfied with that. But he
volunteered with another statement that
th ere are rumours to this effect that the
fileswere burnt. It is my submissionthat
in the Parliament of India, the floor of the
House is not the place where the Home
Minister of India can give expression to
rumours, which are not substantiated.

You have barred reference to the Belch
case. I am not going into that sub judiee
matter at all. I am only answering.

SHRI MORARjl DBSAI : My
friend, 3,000 fileswere burnt in the house
in which I am living and I have evidence
for it.

SHRI C. M. STBPHBN: Whoever
might have done it let them be crucified.
There is no plea for them. (Interruptions).
I for one will not plead for anybody who,
has done that crime. But my point is,
Morarji Bhai has got the right to say that
because he is not basing it on rumours
but on special information. But
Chaudhury Charan Singh Sahib said it,
not on personal knowledge, not on evid-
ence. He himself said that he has no
evidencebut there are rumours. My only
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submission is that Parliament is not the
place to ventilate rumours.

THE MINISTER OF HOME
AFFAIRS (SHRI CHARAN SINGH):
Can I be permitted to say a sentence or two
in explanation of what I said, if Mr.
Stephen agrees?

if1'1ii'"h:l- ~0lI"~ ~T~, If.t ~ ~T\if '1T
~ ~Tf'li'"(l~~~ 359lt~ <fi<:
fu<rr iTlrT, 2 7 ~~ <fiT~lic: it \ifTm~![
\ifRT f'fi<lT I Wf"{ <fiT"{~T ~T <fiT~c:
'Ii'"{ ~, W::~ it ~1 ~~ m~ u-
'ri9T f<fi Wf"{ ~ ~ ~c: 'Ii'"{ ~ (l"T
mfu~'PTlf~T~T~T~? ~A'
~, ~r ~T~T ~, 'FfTf'li' ~T ~;:q)rn
rn 'PT ~ m+f 'Ii'"{fu<rr iTlrT I

That is what is stated in the judgment
of Mr. Khanna, Mr. Chandrachud and
the ChiefJustice himself.

If.t \ifT ~ <:T\if~ ¥.fT, ~ fWc 'Ii'"{
~ ~ f<fi ~ ~T ~ ~~ <fiT~ ~
~, (l"T~ f~ f¥t fu<rr ~ ~ ~ ?
~1 ~ ~~~tr~ ~ ~
~T~~I ~~~~~
~ ~ 'PT ;;@ ~T, (l"T~ ltI1: ifcf,
~ ~r I mfu<: Cf1!i ~ ri~
~T 'PT 'eliT ~ I

MR. SPEAKER : The point was whe-
ther certain fileswere destroyed and you
said they were only rumours.

SHRI c. M. STEPHEN: One alore
word about the Prime Minister's state-
ment. In the Lok Sabha, Mr. Charan
Singh said, "clash between hardened
criminals". He was questioned about it
in the Rajya Sabha and he stated in the
Rajya Sabha, "My point is that the
word: 'clash' used was wrong. That is
true; I admit it. That is wrong." Once
the minister is satisfiedthat that statement
was wrong, he should clarify it before this
House. He did not care to do it here.
He went to Rajya Sabha and clarified it.
These are baseless statements. There are
certain parliamentary etiquettes to be
followed. Suppose a minister is persua-
ded to make a wrong statement in this
House and subsequent enquiries have
convincedhim that that statement was
wrong, in justice to this House, before
retracting it in the Rajya Sabha, he
ought to have come to this House and
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retracted it here. He did not do it. This
is the third instance. Any number of
instances can be enumerated, but I
do not want to enumerate further in-
stances. In answer to Shri Morarji Desai's
statement, I say, these are the instances.
There are more.

Then he said, "Is not a member en-
titled to give his view? His view may be
an extreme view." I am satisfied with it.
I am only' saying that there is a definition
about bona. fide. The definition is, what-
ever is stated without sufficient care
and caution, it is done without bona fide.
Therefore, if in the Parliament of India,
a personal opinion, an inferential opi-
nion, of an extreme character is stated,
permit me to characterise it not as mala
fide but I would rather say) it is not bona
fide. This is not the way to treat Parlia-'
ment.

Then, the Prime Minister asked about
Amendment to Article 359. The Prime
Minister is under a wrong impression,
kindly permit me to say so. The Amend-
ment to Article 359 was only with one
respect. Article 359 as it then' was, stated:

"if ;there. is' some emergency m
some.ipart of. the country, Emergency
will have to be declared for the whole
'coun try" . .

That was amended. Emergency can be
declared with respect to' particular parts
of the country and Emergency can be
withdrawn with respect to specific parts
of the country.

THE ,MINISTER OF LAW, JUSTICE
AND COMPANY AFFAIRS (SHRI
SHANTI BHUSHAN): I will just in-
terrupt for clarification. There was ano-
ther amendment to Article 359 which
was brought in force on -the rst August.
1975 by the 38th Amendment of the
Constitution and the purport of that
amendment was-prior, to that it was
only the enforcement of a Fundamental
Right which could be .suspended by a
Notification under Article 359 except for
Article 19 which was automatically sus-
pended by Article 358. But. by this
amendment to Article 359 by which
clause (i)(a) was added on the rst August
1975 during the period of Emergency what

was done was that if any of the Funda~ental
Rights is enumerated in the Notification
under Article 359, then the restriction on
the State either in the matter of enact-
ment of law or in the matter of .executive
action, any restriction imposed by the
Fundamental Right, would not operate.
The effect of this Amendment was that
not merely the enforcement of the Funda-

meq. tal :Right, but the Fundamental Right
itself stood suspended by this Amendment.
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SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: I was under
the confused notion about Article 352.
I am thankful to Shri Shanti Bhushan.
I was under confusion between Articles
302 and 359. I stand corrected. I am
indebted to you for the correction.

About this Article 359 amendment,
the point I made was, if Article 359(1)
is dangerous, then why don't you bring
in an amendment? And in the course
of that I said: "Forty-second Amendment
there is. Don't bother about two-thirds
majority". Then you remember what all
things happened. The elicitation of opi-
nion taken from the Leader of the Op-
position was about the 42nd Amend-
ment. What he has stated is there. My
question is, if a Presidential Order under
Article 359( I) has the dangerous conse-
quences of complete shooting down of
the people and the immunity for that
action of the complete shooting down
of the people, if that has got the consti-
tutional consequence which, according
to you, is the case and which, according
to us, is not the case, why not come
out with something to save this country
so that it may not recur? This is the
question. If that question remains un-
answered, I do not want to labour fur-
ther. This is all I have got to say.

I am also thankful to the Prime Minis-
ter for the appeal he has made to the
Members on this side and Members on
his side to raise the level of parliamentary
proceedings in this House. Let this House
become not a market place, but a deli-
berative area where the highest court is
sitting and arguments are being heard,
just decisions are being taken.

MR. SPEAKER: There I can also join
you.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: That will be
the biggest contribution you can make.
After 25 years of running of the Republic,
let that be the beginning of it and that
will be the great contribution. I am in-
debeted to the Prime Minister for the
appeal he has made and I assure him
as- o~e of his followers that his appeal
will be followed.

Coming to the arguments by Mr.
Mishra, he argued about the withdrawal
of the letter. Mr. Jethmalani dealt with
the question of shooting down. His
argument is like this. This is what he
stated after he spelt out his argument:

"He was saying that this letter was
a quasi-legal document and therefore
this 'formed part of the papers, which
belonged to the people as a ~hole"-
. I did not say that; I said it was a
quasi-judicial document; he had
no' right to remove it. He concedes
now that this sounds, on the face of it,
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somewhat plausible. The plausibility is 
conceded. It is not as if cantaakeroua- 
ncss is there. Here is something which is 
plausible at least. He iays: “ May I 
say that it will not bear scrutiny even 
ior a moment. Is not a plaint filed 
before the court taken away and am* 
ended.”  My reply is that he can ask 
Mr. Shanti Bhushan. Will he allow 
the plaint to be taken away?

MR. SPEAKER: You are arguing 
like a lawyer.

SHRI G. M. STEPHEN: He says it  
is plausible. Thrn the only argument he 
puts against this, is that this is done 
■elsewhere: and he argues: “ Is not the 
plaint taken away? The plaint is taken 
away and corrected." But the position
11 that the plaint is never taken away, 
everybody knows that under the CPC 
you cannot touch the plaint. You ran 
put in a corrected plaint there. If the 
court permits, you ran correct. You 
cannot touch it and you cannot take it 
away. Therefore, the basis of rebuttal 
goes away completely. Then a gain he
said something about shoutings. 
The Prime Minister’s appeal is there.

He again said something about the 
Secretary writing the letter. Ht is com
pletely under a misunderstanding. He 
savs: “ If the letter was written by the 
Secretary of the BLD, there is absolutely 
nothing objectionable about it. The 
President had to look into it whether 
the letter was perfrct. Does my hon. 
friend suggest that if the letter to the 
Election Commission was suffering from 
certain defects and weaknesses, they 
should not have been removed’ ” And 
again, “ II the act of the surrender of the 
symbol by the BLD was not clear and 
categorical and the act of surrender had 
to be made plain, then should it not have 
been the duty of the President of the 
BLD to have a look at that letter?"

He does not probably know the cor
rect position.

Now about the letter written bv the 
Election Commission. The letter written 
is this:

“ Dear Chaudhuri Saheb:

As desired by you, I herewith return 
your letter dated the 5th May 1977, 
addressed to me in your capacity as 
the Chairman of the BLD regarding 
the merger of the BLD into the Janata 

^Party.. . . ”

He said that it was expected that the 
letter would be returned. That is what 
he says. '1 hat is not the case. The letter 
«ayi:

" . . . I  shall now await a commu
nication from you before I proceed 
further ui the matter.”

The point Mr. Mishra made was that 
this was the letter written by the Secre
tary and that the President should iee 
it; and so, the plaint was taken away on 
the understanding that that letter will be 
returned. But it is so cfcar from here 
That the letter was written by the Pre
sident himself. The letter was taken back 
by the President himself, and not on the 
understanding that it will be returned 
but on the understanding that he will 
give another communication. That it was 
returned, is the result of subsequent de
velopments, confabulations, discussions 
compromises and arrangements— during
which even it went to the extent of the 
three constituent parties considering the 
selection of a new symbol for themselves 
It created a mini-storm in the partv- 
and it went to the extent of Mr. Chandra 
Shekhar calling n a blark-mail and 
brinkmanship. This particular action 
was condemned by the Party president 
"  an ®ct f  black-mail and bnnkman- 
ship. Therefore, this is not such a small 
matter. That is why I mentioned that 
there was the deviation from the normal 
practicc of writing a letter and with
drawing it, correcting it and clarifying it—
1 T  n°V ̂ mg to s,land bV thatwithout following that normal practice 
the action token was telephoning for 
the letter and taking the letter awav.
That the Chief Election Commissioner 
kept a copy; has nothing to do with 
Chaudhuri Charan Singh. That is be 
cause in the light of his administrate 
experience, the Chief Election Com- 
raissioner had felt that he must keen 
something there. He kept something there 
That letter was returned. It was not with 
a covering letter; kindly note it. Thrre is 
no covering letter with that letter; noth
ing blank.

t CHANDRA SHEKHAR (Ballia): I am sorry, I have to intervene 
for a minute. Normally, I would not 
have intervened in this debate. But my 
friend has read out some statement pur
ported to be made by me. I never made 
any such statement. It is totally baseless 
and mistaken. I do not know what paper 
published it. I never said that U ,^ . 
dhun Charan Singh has blackmailed 
the party or did anything of that sort,
I have no such complaint*. All these 
baseless charges should not be levelled in 
my name at least. So, I contradict jt. 
These chaigcs are totally baseless that I 
£ ^ * " 7  •tatement against C h au d h u ri

r g ur Mld that he WM creating difficulty for the party.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: The contra
diction has got to be accepted. I have
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no comment on the contradiction. Re* 
garding my bona fides I may aay that I was 
reading from the Rajya Sabha proceed
ings, and it was reported in the paper 
also. So far no contradiction came. I 
checked up and found the press cutting. 
Now that he has come out with the con
tradiction, without a demur it must be 
accepted. That is over. That is all I have 
got to say about it.

Now I come to the arguments of Shri 
Jethmalani. He was a legal expert who 
appeared on behalf of Chaudhuri Saheb. 
Here is what he states:

‘‘My friend, Mr. Stephen, is right.”

This is about the shooting affair. 1 have 
already argued my case and 1 said the 
only ground on which Chaudhury Saheb 
sought to base his contention after saying 
“ I have no proof of any consultation, 
nothing in black and white, nobody con
sulted anybody”  was that Shri Niren 
De made an argument and that was suffi
cient for him to some to that conclusions. 
Shri Jethamalam said :

“ Mr. friend, Mr. Stephen, is right 
that a mere argument posed in a court 
by a law officer of the State is not 
enough to come to the conclusion that 
there was an intention on the part
of the Government to kill people.............
What I am submitting to the House 
is that, normally speaking, from the 
mere fket that the attorney-General 
argues that during the period of Em
ergency there is no right to life and 
liberty it does not fully show that the 
Government of the day wanted to kill 
those who were in detention. I accept 
Mr. Stephen’s first major premise 
of the argument."

I am only concerned with the stand 
Chaudhury Saheb took. Other people are 
bringing in so many other things. Chau
dhury Saheb, when he was challenged to 
substantiate, took only one ground. This 

is not commented upon by Shyam 
This ground is commented on 

only by one speaker, and he concedes 
that this is no ground to come to the 
conclusion that people can be killed. 
Therefore, we are left with a complete 
vacuum. The Prime Minister said: may 
be it is an extreme opinion. But the 
extreme opinion as such cannot be dis
missed.

I was very very careful to confined my 
arguments strictly on the legal basis. 
But my friends, particularly Shyam 
Babu.. . .

SHRI CHARAN SINGH: I do not 
accept this argument advanced by my 
counsel on my behalf.

SHRI G. M. STEPHEN: That itself 
shows that any submission made by an 
advocate need not reflect the opinion of 
the party. Therefore, Niren De’s opinion, 
does not reflect the opinion of the then 
Government.

14 bra.

MR. SPEAKER: I suppose it does not 
apply to Mr. Stephen.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: It will never 
apply to me. I am always truthful in 
my profession.

Unnecessarily a lot of political matter 
was imported into it. It could have been 
avoided if only my friends took it in the 
spirit in which I move the motion. It 
was not done. I am game for any poli
tical controversy. I do not want to run 
into a political controversy.

It is a fundamental question that I 
am raising. My motion is against an 
individual Minister. It is not a no-confi
dence motion. Shyam Babu asked: 
“ Where is the Leader of the Opposition ?, 
This comes within his domain.”  My 
submission that it does not come within 
his domain because this is not Oppo
sition vs. Government, this is a Member 
of Parliament vt. another person with 
respect to his behaviour in Parliament. 
It is for the House to decide.

SHRI JYOTIRM OY BOSU (Diamond 
Harbour): Was the letter written from 
Parliament? What a cock and bull 
story?

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: According 
to me this is a very fundamental ques
tion. When I am putting a charge against 
a particular Member who is present in 
this House on fair and substantial grounds, 
it is for that Member to give a reply to 
the charge I am making. It is not for 
him to ask for an advocate. It is not in 
the domain of the Prime Minister of 
India to come in.

SHRI MORARJI DESAI: I  rise on 
a point of order. I did not want to inter
rupt, but I did not know that he was 
going to repeat it.

Shri Jethmalani spoke as much as a 
Member of this House and of his party 
as Mr. Stephen is speaking. If he Is an 
advocate for somebody, Mr. Stephen is 
also an advocate for somebody else. 
There was no question of any sidvocate 
for anybody. The moment you try to 
raise such issues, you will bring repartees 
which will not be good for anybody^

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: I did not- 
mean that way. I said that when cer 
tain allegations are made and arguments
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put forth against Chaudhun Outran 
Singh, he should reply to them. He 
did not I leave it to others to draw 
their own inference.

SHRI MORARJI DESAI- I asked 
him not to reply and said that I would 
reply myself

SHRI G M STEPHEN Therefore, 
it is not about an advocate or anybody 
like that I only jocularly said that 
Nobody is an advocate for anybody 
Although Chaudhun Saheb said “Jeth
malani, my advocate, does not represent 
me” , that is not the capacity m which 
we are dealing with him

SHRI CHARAN SINGH You your- 
self used the word "advocate”  that is 
why 1 repeatedlit 1 had two advocates, 
the Prime Minister and Mr Jethmalani 
I accept the arguments of the Prune 
Minister

SHRI G M STEPHEN A panel of 
advocates is possible

It u not proper that Chaudhun Saheb 
did not reply I am leaving it at that

I do not want to give political over* 
tones to all these things He asked me. 
“Why did you handpick Chaudhun 
Saheb for an attack?” The obvious rea
son u the seriousness of his acts of com
mission and omission

(2) If anybody else does it, I will 
ignore it If some other Minister in the 
Ministry does it, I will ignore h because 
the assessment about that person m the 
country may be different from the as* 
sessment about Chaudhart Sahib m the 
country Therefore, the acts of com
mission committed by the Prime Minister 
cannot be dealt with on the same level 
as somebody else Even so, an act of 
commission or omission committed by 
the Home Minister of India cannot be 
treated like that I must compliment 
Chaudhari Sahib for the way be has 
managed He has, by persuading or 
arranging m a debate which is between 
him and the rest of the House and on a 
charge which has nothing to do with the 
Government, managed that the Prime 
Minister comes into the picture, Shyam 
Babu comes into the picture, evenrbody 
comes into the picture showing that ‘I 
am what I am ’ I must compliment 
him for that

SHRI MORARJI DESAI Now, the 
ion. Member is reverting to his old 
methods.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
(Begusarai)* We are not like you We 
stand by our colleagues

SHRI C  M STEPHEN: Unfortu
nately for me, my friends jumped up to 
the conclusion that this is an instrument 
to create a division among their ranks 
Well, Sir, all of us are political beings 
I have been long enough in this political 
game We know what can create division 
and we know what cannot create division 
None of us are political infants enough 
to think merely because a censure motion 
is moved, the Janata Party will start 
fighting among themselves or misunder
standings will arise Nobody will infer 
like that

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA- 
You have seen the absurdity of your 
hoax

SHRI C M STEPHEN Therefore,
I am saying that the Janata Party has 
come into being as a result of certain 
developments m the country They have 
come to a political arrangement. We 
know that arrangement can never got 
split merely because somebody attacks 
somebody Impossible But that ar
rangement cannot remain if ideological 
differences creep up. Whether it will 
creep up or not, it is a different ques
tion Whether the Swatantra man will 
get himself converted into socialist philo
sophy or the socialist man will get him
self converted into other thing or it may 
be possible as a result of long 
(Interruptions)

Therefore, we have no illusions at all 
Let me assure my friends, may I swear 
everything that I hold sacred, that the 
purpose of this motion is not a futde, 
pre-determ in ed futile, pursuit of trymg 
to create division in the Janata Party, 
for which more effective instruments are 
necessary I think, we have no illusion 
at all

SHRI MORARJI DESAI- How long
will he take to reply?

SHRI C M. STEPHEN-1  am closing 
You know, Sir, I am not going at a tan
gent

Unfortunately, I must say, Mr. Shyam- 
Mishra brought in all sorts of 

insinuations, allegations, attacks and re
criminations politically I f I have to 
answer all these things, it will take such 
a long time He made an allegation 
with respect to Mr George Fernandes 
who was involved in the Bared* dynamite 
case Ha asked a question as to whether 
the case was not cooked up, whether 
everybody all over the world does not 
know that the case was cooked up. He 

us, whether we are not ashamed 
of it. My reply is here. Mr. C. G. K. 
Reddy who is a co-accused with
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[Shri C. M. Stephen] SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA:
Mr. George Fernandes, who ii a confidant 

.and a close friend of Mr. George Fernan
des, is now bringing out a paper, a book, 
And it is published. .  {Interruptions) I have 
to reply to that. It is not a cooked up 
matter. This is what i> stated here by 
Mr. Reddy who is a co-accused with 
Mr. George Fernandes in the Baroda 

■dynamite case and who is an adorer of 
Mr. George Fernandes. Hr says:

•‘And yet, Sharad was entrusted 
with information of the activities of 
George, even his movements. He was 
entrusted with the storage of a fairly 
large quantity of dynamite acquired 

,from Bharat. This serious lapse was 
due to the anxiety of the Baroda group 
to get started.”

> [Interruptions)

PROF. P. G. MAVALANKAR 
(Gandhinagar): On a point of order, Sir. 
(interruptions) Kindly listen to me. I am 
not referring to the subject-matter of 
either the Prime Minister’s speech or 
Mr. Stephen’s speech. I am on a point 
of order about the right conduct of pro

ceedings of this House.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: I am reply
ing to a question raised by Mr. Shyam- 
nandan Mishra. He asked me, whether 1 
am not ashamed of it, whether it was not 
a cooked up case.

PROF. P. G. MAVALANKAR: 
I am not here to prevent my hon. friend, 
Mr. Stephan, from replying to whatever 
other Members might have said in their 
speeches during this particular debate. 
But my point or order is, if a particular 
subject is not relevant to the motion 
under dscussion.................

SHRI K. P. UNNIKRISHNAN 
(Badagara): Mr. Shyamnandan Mishra 
raided it.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA : 
That was first raised by them. I had to 
reply to that.

PROF. P. G. MAVALANKAR: 
My point of order is addressed 10 you, 
Sir, Let ray friends kindly listen to me. 
They may not agree with my contention.

My point of order is, if a particular 
matter or more than one matter have 
been raised in the debate earlier by hon. 
Members who participated in the debate, 
if they were irrelevant and if  they were 
not at that point of time stopped from 
speaking by the Chair, how could that 
become relevant when a Member replies 

.to that point which is not a part of the 
motion? It is completely outside the 
scope of the motion. If Mr. Shyamnandan 
Miafans Jud j»id jnmethisg vducb was 

•irrelevant, you would have stopped him. 
(Interruptions)

I have to make my point clear. I must 
correct you (Mr. Mavalankar) (Interrup- 
Hons) May I correct my hon. friend that 
my statement did not come up of the blue. 
It was by way of a reaction to a statement 
made by my hon. friend on this side. 
It was not out of context. (Interruption*) 
You have been having a lot of patience 
and even driving this debate out of all 
proportions so that the opposition has 
got more time than we have got in this 
matter. (Interruptions) You have so much 
patience for them, but you have no 
patience for us. (Interruptions) Whatever 
happened during the course of the debate 
on 184, the Chair will have to be briefed 
properly by us and also by this Secretariat 
whenever any debate takes place on 184.. 
The defence has to be not less than the 
offence in this matter and you have 
given much more time to them than you 
nave given to us, when the question 
about my hon. friend. Mr. George Fer
nandes arose. (Interruptions) So, there is 
no question of any irrelevancy on ray 
part, be assured that S. N. Mishra would 
never be irrelevant in the debate as has 
been pointed out. (Interruptions).

PROF. P. G. MAVALANKAR: 
How long will you permit Mr. Stephen 
to reply to a large number of points 
which have no relevance whatsoever to 
the main subject of the motion. That is 
my point of order.

MR. SPEAKER: Most of the time is 
taken by points of orders which have 
absolutely no relevance at all. There 
was no relevance in the speakers on this 
side who referred to the dynamite case 
and there was no relevance in Mr. 
Mishra’i. point. *(Interruptions) Both of 
them are not relevant. (Interruptions) Some 
o f them are not relevant because they 
should not have raised it.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
I had react to that. Do you put me on 
parity with them? You allowed them to 
raise this point and S. N- Mishra reacted 
to that point. I cannot understand this 
kind of parity. (Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER: So far as the Speaker 
is concerned, yesterday, somebody said 
that he had not given up affiliation to 
the Janata Party. Today, they are comini? 
to my support. I am not concerned with 
this party or that party. The question is 
of relevancy.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA; 
You are concerned with the Opposition 
and the Government. (Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER; J»Jeaue bear wit, I 
am on my legs. I am concerned with 
the entire House. This is sot a court of
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law .. .  .A certain amount of irrelevancy comes in. If  there is any benefit of doubt,I will give it to the Opposition and not to the Ruling Party.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MIS HR A: 
What is the question of benefit of doubt?

SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: 
Mr. Speaker, I have nothing to say about 
the validity of references made by Mr. 
Mishra or Mr. Stephen.

But I have to makr only one submission. 
Here was a censure motion against one 
hon. Minister. By making speeches from 
this side or other side, do you want to 
bring another censure motion against 
another Minister in this House? As for 
as dvnanme case of Mr. George Fer
nandes is concerned, may I request Mr. 
Stephen not to go in to that matter even 
if Mr. Muhra brought in that matter.

>HRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
Mishra did not. (interruption*) This was 
my reply.

SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: I
do not know; I am sorry, Mr. Speaker,
I did not hear it.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: I agree.

SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR: But 
I shall request Mr. Stephen not to raise 
another conrtoversial matter.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: Having re
gard to the stature of Mr. Chandra 
Shekhar and the great respect I hold for 
him, 1 bow to his rrqurst; I stop it.

(in te r r u p tio n s )

My allegation is this. Unnecessarily, mcli- 
ciously, political overtone was imported 
into this discussion, and you cannot 
expect a political being like me not to 
react to it..(Intmvptions) One more sen
tence, and I will finish. I do not want to 
make any allegation. Unfortunately, re- 
ference was made to people getting into 
murderous mood and all that. I do not 
know whether I should reply to that. 
1 shall stop it, Sir. 1 shall take it up on 
another occasion. When they put a ques-' 
tion, “You fellows, you are now disow
ning Mrs. Indira Gandhi, you say you have nothing to do with her And all ttat/* 
I have immediately said that there is no 
question of disowning anything; in my 
original, preliminary speech I nave said 
that I accept the responsibility—all of 
us. I have only to ask: are there not peo
ple over there. . .{bUtmptiotu)

MR. SPEAKER: Please conclude.

SHRI C. M. &TEP&EN: I am stopping h, C ant* bowing to yo# anal I

stopping it. All political arguments wer raised, defamatory statements were made, incriminatory statements were made, baseless accusations were made, in spite of our protest; that is beside the point.. . .
MR. SPEAKER: You have taken 50 

minutes. Please conclude.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN: Only two 
minutes, and I am concluding.

These statements were made. Only 
out of deference to the dignity of the 
House, 1 refrain from replying to these, 
not because I cannot; I can, but because 
I would have to consult my own dignity 
also and I refrain from replying to tnesc.

With regard to the motion, the motion 
remains. I charge the Home Minister 
with abetment of crime under section 
408 of the Indian Penal Code, namely, 
committing bteach of trust. 1 charge the 
Home Minister witli making baseless 
and irresponsible allegations on the floor 
of the H o u se . I charge the Home Minister 
with discourtesy, with the irregularity of 
not showing the proper courtesy, to the 
House in that, although convinced that 
the statement he made was wrong, rather 
than retracting it here on the floor of 
this House, he went to the other House 
and retracted it thereby throwing mud 
in the face of this House. I charge the 
Home Minister that the Home Minister of 
India is behaving in a manner which is 
not in accordance with the dignity or 
the position he occupies.

1 only appeal to him: kindly take 
some note of these feelings, not in acri
mony, not in anger, not in animosity, 
but in a spirit of starting cooperation, 
so that we in the Opposition and you 
there, together, may handle the problems 
of this country and the dignity of the 
House may be maintained before the 
millions of people who have sent us here.

With these words, Sir, I press my 
motion.

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:

“ That having considered the acts of
commission and omission on the part
of the Home Minister with respect tothe following matters, namely ;—
(a) that he has been misusing the floor of the House to make base* less and irresponsible statements as instanced, among others, by his allegation on the 13th July, 1977 while replying to the debate on for grants for the Home Ministry that there was a preparation ana thinking (“Vickar’ ) on the part of the previous government to shoot Ae polittca1leaders in detention,
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(b) that he, misusing hi* official posi

tion, meddled with the affairs of 
independent Constitutional bodies 
as evidenced, among others, by 
his conduct in withdrawing from 
the files of the Election Com
mission a letter dated the 5th 
May, 1977, he had written in his 
capacity as the leader of the B.L.D.

This House hereby records its indigna* 
tion against and disapproval of the con
duct of the Home Minister.’*

The motion was negatived.

14 25'hours
[Mb. D epu ty  Speaker in the Chair]

W W  r f m ?  WEF8f!*l 
x m  *»rrm<n) : T O B r e m g ta , 

m  % JTf Wtt^t sr»mrr w r  

3f t  «rc m  i*«p %

w r  toptrt f w  1 $  ^rrfcrr i  f a  *rnr 

w  «rfaT*rcr FT«̂ far?:qr $  tftor i  t 
$  'W ki wra vtpTT ^ r r  fj 1

#  ^  *Pf?Tr g  fa S T o  «fto

% srn? % vzrrccft

«ft, t f k  1 9 7 6  i f .........................
SHRI VAYADAR RAVI (Chirajukil): 

Sir, I am on a point of order. A Minister 
can make a statement only under Rule 373 
and he should first write to the speaker. 
He cannot make a statement like this.

' MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: He is making 
a personal explanation.
SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Has he got your 
permission to do so ? He should get 
prior permission.

3MIWJ3T * k fM  : qg)?ZT JPRT

I

14- *7 boors
M OTION RE : CONTINUING PRICE 
RISE

«ft < w  l i r a  3 *

^TRTflT #  wpt w w t % ^  

% i m n r f  srernr n m rr f  :

“ That this House expresses its great concern 
over the continuing price nse in the 

k» country and urges upon the Government 
take urgent steps to cheek the price rise” .

irrsr ft ^tk *tk?t
'^ r tt  % 3R?rr <n£f w r t  fasraw 

sn?s fa*rr «tt 1
«TR?f % ^ M  *  :

f a  5*T e q to R T  P BWRTT Wf,

^TTT JT? f a  srfif5nr?r IRRRRTT % *TPT SW  

*ft 3ft I
^ ir f N f  Sr w f t t  «n55rr « trrt  

^ t ^ ^ ^ T « F T f ! W n r |  I 5TR  £RTl

fa * ftsw rc

<TT qrarsft ^  |  I JfTT 

^rrar t  f a  5*tt^ % n v ft  *r?r

^ n r  tptct in ft  ^tt |  1

^  % f̂ TQT fr^FR W T  33T I 3%
T̂T *T SR *  3Tft *HJT *PTT «Ptf fft 

% sptaRfif *FT 3r?JTTj5j>7 3% *
Tnrr, eft W -sq -^ rT  ?fhp 

m $ t  % I »HR itrT-srr^TT

^  w tt eft ^farf^y «rn; snrftrar 
^  ^ 1 ^  fcTTT y w iq  arfcT

1 % m  &  ^ sn^r T m  ^  

f tv r ,  ?r> vrrrc ^  

’p t  tn^»r 1

|  f a  %■ ^nr fr o #  v f

i ^ n ^ | f a  ŝFTcn 

rn€f 5^*pt *n% % amr «et»t w i |  1

i f - v f  t| |  i 3ft?W?rat
fa « 5ft z v k t  % x m $ ,  v r  ^  

tfa w ^ r ^ w if i ^ fq w t?n :-
«fR*lfttnp^ihft | l*rfa!TTff%WT*sp
^  ^  f w r  q^irr *rtr f*r ^

arrcrr f t  m k  fa^f f ,  «[tr 
•R jrrq ^ rr 1

i m w f t w t  w fr fa  xtw m  |  ^  

^  f a  ^  f »  fa ^ F r  ffftr-


